Pasteur Network and Calmette & Yersin PhD Grants

2024 Call for Applications

The Pasteur Network, comprising over 30 institutes, plays a crucial role in tackling global health challenges. Its distinctive strength lies in the diversity and extensive geographic reach, spanning 25 countries across 5 continents. This broad presence taps into a diverse scientific community, fostering a wealth of knowledge and expertise. Recognized as a WHO non-state actor, the Pasteur Network is frequently embedded into local Ministries of Health. It sustains a global infrastructure encompassing 50+ national and regional reference laboratories and 17 WHO Collaborating Centers.

To provide unique opportunities to talented young scientists, the Pasteur Network, through its Pasteur Network Doctoral Grants program, and the Institut Pasteur via the Calmette and Yersin PhD Grants, are jointly launching the 2024 doctoral grants call for application, offering three new doctoral positions within the Pasteur Network.

- The Pasteur Network doctoral grant will fund 1 new doctoral position.
- The Calmette & Yersin program will support 2 new doctoral positions.

In collaboration with their future host supervisor, Applicants must propose an innovative research project within the scope of the scientific priorities of the Pasteur Network.

Applications must be written in English or in French and submitted online no later than 13th of May 2024. Incomplete or paper-based applications will not be considered.

Both programs follow the same guidelines and applications must be completed through the Pasteur Network Applications Portal. Carefully review the grant guidelines provided for the Pasteur Network PhD Grants before applying. Pay also close attention to eligibility criteria, application deadlines, and any specific requirements or restrictions.